
FILMING 
THE POLICE 
be safe. be ethical. be effective 
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Good witnessing can de-escalate a situation, help someone confronted 
by police, and provide valuable documentation for advocacy and justice. 
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Assess the risks before filming. Stay calm and film long, continuous shots. Capture as much of 
the encounter– beginning to end – as you can.  Film key details and other sources of evidence. 
Write down additional details afterwards. Hold each shot steady for at least 10 seconds!

Assess how your video can make an impact, and how you can protect yourself and those you 
film. Before uploading to social media, consider first going to a lawyer, the victim or their 
family, or a trusted journalist. Preserve the original file and make copies if you plan to edit it.

THINK BEFORE SHARING 

FILM WITH INTENTION

It is legal to film police in the United 
States, as long as you don’t interfere 
and comply with orders like “back up.”
Exercising your rights while respecting 
officers’ requests can be a balancing 
act; look to ACLU, NLG, EFF, or local 

copwatchers for guidance.

>>Learn more about your rights at >>Learn more about your rights at 
bit.ly/ACLU_Right2Record
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A 6 digit passcode (not Touch ID) 
protects phones and videos from 
searches under the Fifth Amendment.  
Auto backup saves footage to the cloud 
if it’s lost, deleted, or confiscated.

The police can’t search your phone The police can’t search your phone 
without your consent  or a warrant, but 

they can take it as evidence.

IMAGES AUDIO
KEY DETAILS: Capture multiple angles. 
Weapons, bullet holes, injuries, blood stains, 
area, distances, badge/helmet, license plate 
numbers, uniforms/indications of ranking, police 
formations, others observing/filming, orders, 
surveillance cameras, etc.

LOCLOCATION, TIME, DATE: A landmark, street sign,
watch, newspaper, etc., so it’s easier for lawyers 
and investigators to verify the content in the 
video.

ANNOUNCE YOURSELF: If safe, let the person 
being detained know that you are there to observe 
and document the cops’ behavior.

LET THE VIDEO SPEAK FOR ITSELF: If you can't LET THE VIDEO SPEAK FOR ITSELF: If you can't 
get a close-up shot, clearly state the officer’s 
badge number and name. Otherwise, don't add 
narration or commentary. Attorneys must hear 
what is being said.

TESTIMONTESTIMONY: If safe, collect contact info and 
preliminary statements from consenting witnesses 
so attorneys can follow up. Written notes may be 
safer and more efficient than film.
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Find more resources and case studies
 bit.ly/WML_FilmThePolice

Get more filming tips: 
library.witness.org


